
58%Of consumers that shop local: are shopping local more than 
they did before the pandemic.

What can we 
expect of consumers 
and their shopping 
behaviors in 2021

We used the Toluna Start platform, 
the world’s first end-to-end, real-time 
consumer intelligence platform to access 
consumer insights to understand shopping 
preferences. The Toluna Start platform 
makes it easy to analyze data.
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People virtually tried on; 

Jewelry

Make-up

Glasses

Clothing

36%

23%

22%

People have participated in the following virtual shopping experiences;

Live conversations with a chat bot

Virtual appointment with an expert

Virtual try-on 

When shopping online, the following factors determine where people shop;

70% Price

60% Like their products

42% Reputation of the company

25% Search engine marketing

20% Social media advertising

19% Social media influencers

They enjoy shopping online for the following reasons;

66% Convenience 

57% Saves time

51% Easy to price compare 

45% Fast shipping

43% Easy to order from multiple places

37% More in stock than stores

of people enjoy online shopping.58%

What do they miss most about shopping in person?

27% Hand picking items

19% Trying retail items on

17% In-person customer service 

15% Testing the item first before purchasing 

13% Store atmosphere (smell, music)

9% Retail window displays 

of people prioritize buying 
from small, independent brands.When shopping online 46%

When asked why people shop local they said;

52% Want to support local, independent brands

42% Convenience

40% During the height of the pandemic, local, independent brands 
were there for them providing items when others couldn’t

31% They offer a better service
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Interested in these results?
Demo the Toluna Start Platform to see how real time access  
to insights can work for you. 

When shopping online, the following factors 
determine if people make a purchase;

60% Sale price

56% Quality of brand / item

49% Delivery date

45% Item reviews

38% Original price

33% Website ease of use

Shopping small is big again

People try to shop local:

57%

3%

40%

Sometimes consciously shop local 

Always consciously shop local 

Never consciously shop local 

We miss in person shopping!

44% of people miss shopping in person,  40% it depends.

of people are very to somewhat likely 
to return to in person shopping. 89%

Online shopping has its perks.  

The following methods of contactless payment are used;

50% Contactless cards

19%

72%

Smart watches

65%
of people use contactless payment 
when making purchases.

Smart phone


